
Volunteer Role Profile: Kyffin Williams Walking Trail –  

Walk Leader 
 

Funded by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, Oriel Môn is collaborating with the charity 

Living Streets to develop a bilingual walking map tour focusing on the paintings of the prolific 

Welsh painter, Kyffin Williams. His paintings depict the rugged wildness of Welsh 

landscapes and coastlines, including many of Anglesey. The walking map and related 

webpage will provide information on Kyffin and selected paintings, with walked planned to 

take in the locations from these works. 

The Walk Leader’s role is to lead small groups on led walks that explore the locations 

identified on the Kyffin Williams Walking Trail map that is being produced as part of the 

project. 

With the support of Oriel Môn and Living Streets staff you will:  

 Undergo online Walk Leader training  

 Develop your knowledge of the Kyffin Williams walking trail routes  

 Organise and lead walks to inform people about the work of Kyffin Williams on 

Anglesey 

 Interact with the group and ensure the walk is an enjoyable experience for all 

 Capture feedback from walk participants  

 

Role Suitability  
 

We are seeking people who can volunteer occasionally. This role will suit people who: 

 Have a positive, friendly and helpful attitude and are confident speaking with 

members of the public  

 Enjoy talking to people and can bring information alive for a wide range of audiences  

 Have an interest in art and the landscape of Anglesey.  

 Enjoy volunteering independently and as part of a team   

 Have some experience of leading walks, or have no experience and want to learn 

how to lead walks 

Additional Information  
Volunteer Contact: Esther Roberts, Senior Manager  

E-mail: estherroberts@ynysmon.gov.uk Tel: 01248 752009  

What you will need to bring with you: Comfortable clothing suitable to the task. PPE clothing 

will be provided where necessary. We have limited clothing for cold/wet and dry/hot weather 

so please bring suitable clothing for outdoor tasks.  

Training:  
Living Streets will provide a half day online walk leader training course and Oriel Môn will 

provide training around Kyffin Williams and give an overview of his collections and life. 



Time:  
Training date am 9th June 2021 with walks during June 2021. Each walk between 2-3 hours 

(including arrival time and debrief) 

Expenses:  
Travel expenses between home and volunteering place will be provided. Details for claiming 

expenses will be provided in your induction. 

This role is purely voluntary and this arrangement is not meant to be a legally binding 

one or an employment contract.  
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